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Chapter 16. From serendipity to serenity574

It has been widely debated whether Cade’s discovery of the antimanic action of
lithium was the result of pure chance. In fact, the term serendipity, or its epithet
serendipitous,575 has been used by many authors to characterise his discovery.
When David Rice576 authored the ﬁrst British publication on the antimanic effect
of lithium in 1956, he espoused the opinion that ‘As so often in medicine the original
decision, by Cade to use lithium in the treatment of psychiatric conditions of excitement,
seems to have followed a chance and almost accidental observation’. In 1959 G. P.
Hartigan,577 who was one of the ﬁrst to identify the prophylactic effect of lithium, gave a
speech to the Royal Medicopsychological Society about Cade’s seemingly accidental
discovery - a phrase Hartigan did not use, but implied:
Apart from a slight and unimportant part in the treatment of gout and epilepsy,
lithium had never been found to be of any great therapeutic account […] Some
Australian physiologists [?], working on some recondite project whose exact
nature I regret I am unable to recall, found it expedient to introduce a lithium
salt into the peritoneal cavities of guinea-pigs. It was observed that for some
hours after this outrage the animals became thoughtful and preoccupied. This
really seems hardly surprising, but the phenomenon prompted the Australian
psychiatrist Cade to use the substance therapeutically in a small group of
‘Lithium, Melbourne and John Cade, AO—from serendipity to serenity’. C.I.N.P. Daily, 24 June 1996
(E. Chiu and Jack Cade had assisted the CINP local organising committee with this story).
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excited psychotics. The results were unexpectedly gratifying, and from that
time on considerable use was made of lithium salts in Australian psychiatry.
It was possibly Samuel Gershon,578 one of the pioneers of modern lithium therapy,
who ﬁrst characterised Cade’s discovery as serendipitous. Thus, in 1968 he expressed the
thought-provoking view that ‘the introduction of lithium at this time would seem to have
been quite serendipitous, as we do not have any signiﬁcant basis for its reinvestigation’.
Gershon kept returning to this issue in several of his writings, namely that
‘serendipity seems to have been the midwife for lithium’, 579 that ‘serendipity played a
signiﬁcant role in the discovery, by an astute clinician, of the efﬁcacy of this agent’, that
it was a ‘fortuitous introduction’.580 Gershon was in a unique position in relation to Cade’s
original work. In 1951, when a medical intern, in his own words, he had had ‘the
opportunity of trying lithium with many inpatients in a setting essentially free of
concomitant medication’. In 1952, he became Resident in Psychiatry, ﬁrst at Royal Park
Hospital in Melbourne, of which Cade was Superintendent, in 1953, at the Mental
Hospital, Ballarat, Victoria. In 1954–1956 he was psychiatrist at Sunbury Mental
Hospital, Sunbury, Victoria. In 1956 he moved to the University of Melbourne, where he
worked with Edward M. Trautner, amongst others, studying the clinical effects of lithium
on mania. Throughout this time he ‘had very little contact with Cade and no scientiﬁc
relationship at all’.581
In 1969 Schoenberg582 drew attention to ‘the fascinating story’ of how Cade had
serendipitously come upon the idea to use lithium in the treatment of manic-depressive
disorders. The same message was spread with Gattozzi’s NIMH publication in 1970. 583
The following year, Maletzky and Blachly584 wrote that ‘the original decision to employ
lithium in psychiatric disorders seems to have followed a chance and almost accidental
observation’, in other words ‘serendipitous [but] not entirely accidental’. Barry
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Blackwell585 noted that Cade carried out ‘a successful trial of lithium in manic patients’
led by his ‘serendipitous observation’. To Johnson 586 it seemed that Cade, using lithium
carbonate as a ‘control chemical’ in guinea pig studies, had discovered the calming effect
of the lithium ion, which he then tested on patients, and that he thus ‘had stumbled upon
a speciﬁc anti-manic medication - or rather that he had rediscovered what Garrod had
already proposed just 90 years earlier’.
The historical development of lithium therapy [Johnson concluded]
resulted from a series of erroneous hypotheses and chance discoveries, and
one must wonder at how close the medical world came to missing one of its
most powerful therapeutic agents.
To Fieve,587 the discovery of lithium’s antimanic effect was ‘entirely
serendipitous’.
Olfson588 concurred with the above views that Cade ‘serendipitously’ discovered
lithium’s anti-manic effect, though not missing the opportunity to remind readers that in
the 1870s Weir Mitchell had already reported the speciﬁc value of a lithium salt, i.e.
lithium bromide, in the treatment of various psychiatric conditions.
Mondimore589 felt convinced that ‘no discovery in modern psychiatry so parallels’
the story of the three Princes of Serendip as Cade’s discovery.
Unhesitatingly, Roberts in his book Serendipity. Accidental discoveries in
science,590 characterised the discovery of lithium as the ‘most improbable of all’. He
intriguingly stated that Cade ‘speculated that the mania associated with manic-depressive
illness might be caused by the abnormal metabolism of uric acid’, and that it was ‘to test
this theory’ that Cade ‘injected uric acid - in the form of a lithium salt, and along with it
lithium carbonate - into the test animals and observed dramatic therapeutic responses’.
In no less categorical manner Shorter591 espoused the view that after having realised
that to make uric acid soluble ‘for purposes of injection [Cade] would have to mix it with
lithium’; ‘on a whim, [he] tried injecting the guinea pigs with lithium alone, just to see
what would happen’, and thus he ‘stumbled into a discovery of staggering importance,
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yet he was able to develop it only because of his resoluteness in taking the next step. He
decided to inject [sic] manic patients with lithium’.
In a later work Shorter592 wrote that Cade ‘discovered, through a combination of
serendipity in experimenting with guinea pigs, and a keen observational mind, that
lithium carbonate provided relief in the treatment of psychotic excitement’.
On the occasion of the ﬁftieth anniversary of Cade’s discovery, in 1999, Coppen593
expressed it somewhat differently, namely that Cade’s classic paper would not have been
published today,
as any self-respecting editor would refuse a work based on a rather fuzzy
hypothesis […] and on an open and uncontrolled series of six [sic] patients.
Yet we should be grateful both to John Cade and the Editor of The Medical
Journal of Australia because, if the work had not been published, it probably
would never have emerged, as at that time lithium chloride was introduced as
a salt substitute for the treatment of hypertension, with many subsequent
deaths due to lithium poisoning.
The opinion that Cade’s discovery was serendipitous appears to have held sway.
Sengül594 and his associates, for instance, as late as 2004, wrote that ‘An Australian
psychiatrist, John Cade, who proposed toxic products in the urine as the cause of mania,
coincidentally discovered the antimanic effects of lithium’.
Whether or not such a view can be upheld today shall be discussed later, but it is
not correct when these authors stated that ‘In 1949, John Cade reported the results of
administration of lithium salts to patients with psychotic excitement for the ﬁrst time’. As
we have learnt, such reports had been published, for instance by Hammond and Fritz
Lange.
Cade himself, in whose opinion lithium’s antimanic effect was ‘so marked and
consistent’ that it ‘can be classed amongst the few speciﬁcs in medicine’, 595 was very
annoyed that his discovery was considered by many as serendipitous. In fact, he never
ceased to point out that it was based on a speciﬁc hypothesis and experimental
observations: ‘It is naturally the profoundest mystery unless one is aware of the preceding
and intermediate steps’, for then, with such ‘hindsight’ people would be able to see that
it was ‘the almost inevitable result of experimental work I was engaged in, in an attempt
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to elucidate the aetiology of manic-depressive illness’.596 ‘It may seem a far cry from
tranquillised guinea pigs to manic humans but indeed it was an express return journey.
Even on the outward trip there few stops’.597 Although he realised that ‘it may seem a
long way from lethargy in guinea pigs to the control of manic excitement as these
investigations had commenced in an attempt to demonstrate some possibly excreted toxin
in the urine of manic patients, the association of ideas is explicable’.598
Despinoy and de Romeuf,599 who as early as 1951 published their results of using
lithium salts in psychiatric therapy, expressed the fact that, while
lithium evoked the obsolete treatment of gout, it did not appear very likely
that mania could be inﬂuenced by the all too known lithium salts [‘par les
lithinés trop connus’] […] It was by a rather unexpected detour [‘un détour
assez inattendu’] that Cade got the idea to use lithium in the treatment of
mania […] He was researching the existence of toxic substances in the urine
of manics and by chance discovered a protective effect of lithium in the
intoxication caused by urea
and ‘it was then’ that he tested the effect proper of lithium in guinea pigs, which, they
said, retained their consciousness but became half lethargic, hardly responding to stimuli,
only to return to normal progressively. From there he proceeded to a clinical trial, of
which decision the authors made no comments, but noted that his results in mania were
‘excellent’.
Similarly, in the opinion of Nathan Kline, Cade ‘was a good enough clinician to
have it occur to him that if the lithium calmed the guinea pigs it might very well do the
same for manic patients’.600 In the 1975 edition of Goodman’s and Gilman’s authoritative
textbook of pharmacotherapy,601 Byck put it brieﬂy that Cade, based on his observations
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that lithium carbonate made the guinea pigs lethargic, ‘in an inductive leap’ gave this
agent to manic patients. It is possibly this source which is cited in The People Who Made
Australia Great,602 namely that Cade in 1949 ‘observed the effects of lithium salts when
injected into animals. Making an outstanding intellectual leap, he linked his observations
to a possible treatment of manic-depressive patients and conﬁrmed his theories after
testing for toxicity on himself’. Walter603 was impressed how Cade ‘traversed the distance
with astonishing effect’.
However, the real issue in this swift transition from rodent animals to humans has
been pointed out by Gershon, among others.604 He commented critically that ‘in
examining the link between the effects observed in animals and their use for predicting
clinical activity, we ﬁnd that the lethargic effect observed here was more than likely due
to lithium toxicity’.605
This was subsequently seized upon by Breggin.606 In what can only be considered
a poisonous antipsychiatric attack, he saw ﬁt to cite from Cade’s original work
completely, and thus misleadingly, out of context.
The vexed issue, serendipity or not, raises the crucial question whether Cade
was driven by other factors than his observations on guinea-pigs?
As far as Cade was concerned he remained convinced that his discovery was not
‘accidental’, but that it was
an unexpected but, to be retrospectively percipient for a moment, inevitable
by-product of experimental work I was doing to test a hypothesis regarding
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the aetiology of manic-depressive illness [but admittedly] the hypothesis was
crude and the experimental methods were primitive.607
Nonetheless, he was emphatic that the discovery was the result of ‘a continuous and
consistent chain of reasoning’.
Some ‘retrospective comments’ on the issue of serendipity, emerged again in the
Johnson–Cade paper in 1975.608 Here the authors reiterated that
it is, of course, true that the decision to use lithium in the experiments
rested solely upon the known solubility of its urate; nevertheless, it is
clear that the progression from the hypothesis of a metabolic basis for
mania, right through to the clinical trial of lithium salts in the treatment
of mania, was inevitable and that the ﬁnal conclusion could not have
been otherwise. That the therapeutic efﬁcacy of lithium was
unsuspected when the experimental work was commenced, in no way
makes the ﬁnal outcome entirely the product of chance,
and, they went on, ‘Lithium, it seemed, possessed a powerful and speciﬁc antimanic action’.
Johnson and Cade also mentioned that lithium, the bromide salt, had made a brief
appearance in psychiatric usage in the late 1920s, but noted that the attention had centred
mainly on the bromide component as a tonic, hypnotic and antiepileptic agent. Therefore,
they argued, it was that ‘interest in [lithium] was not sustained’.
Cade returned to the topic in a paper he presented to the British Lithium Congress
in 1977:609
People inevitably ask why lithium should have been tried in the treatment […]
of manic episodes, [being] of course, a perfectly valid question.
Why not try potable pearl, or crocodile dung or unicorn horn?
I was asked by a reporter some years ago—I thought rather unkindly—
whether I had discovered it whilst shaving one morning [but] it is naturally
the profoundest mystery unless one is aware of the preceding and
intermediate steps. Then it can be seen, with such hindsight, to have been the
almost inevitable result of experimental work I was engaged in, in an attempt
to elucidate the aetiology of manic-depressive illness.
This comment was also Cade’s ﬁnal statement on the matter—slightly modiﬁed—
in his last publication on lithium in 1979: Out of the Ground—Lithium.610 Cade died in
1980.
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In his obituary of Cade,611 Johnson emphasised that he ‘always strenuously denied
that his work with lithium contained any element of serendipity’. It was, Johnson quoting
him, ‘the inevitable product of a continuous and consistent chain of reasoning’. Johnson,
who according to the obituary, knew Cade well and had corresponded with him ‘regularly
and at length over a number of years’,612 thought that he ‘underestimated’ himself,
expressing the opinion that his discovery ‘was no ponderous progression from
observation to hypothesis to experimentation to clinical practice’, for ‘such a description
leaves no room for intuitive jumps, the gambles, and the power of sheer curiosity
unfettered by intellectual formalism, which were typical of the man’.
Notwithstanding Cade’s arguments, in the opinion of Jassaud, 613 lithium therapy
had been generated on the basis of ‘une hypothèse fausse’ and ‘heureux hasard’; not
dissimilar to the opinion of Coppen614 who, as mentioned before, emphasised that Cade’s
work was based on ‘a rather fuzzy [‘nebulous’] hypothesis’. Zariﬁan 615 implied that it
was the result of a combination of ‘le hasard et la sagacité’; in other words, it was
serendipitous.
In the opinion of Lenox and Manji616 it was a ‘serendipitous rediscovery’: they drew
attention to the fact that it was Garrod who in 1859 was the ﬁrst to introduce the oral use
of lithia salts as a treatment for ‘uric acid diathesis’, which, the authors pointed out,
according to Garrod encompassed such conditions as ‘gouty mania’ and ‘complete mental
derangement’, and, they went on, Trousseau in 1868 ‘referred to both mania and
depression as being associated with uric acid diathesis’.
The staunch lithium critic, Joanna Moncrieff,617 pointed out that ‘the serendipity of
[lithium’s] introduction into psychiatry and the enthusiasm with which it was adopted
closely paralleled the 19th century experience of lithium therapy’, peculiarly adding the
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view that ‘there may come a time to abandon this “old but ﬂourishing blunder [in medical
chemistry]” for the second time in history’.618
At the twentieth Collegium Internationale Neuropsychopharmacologium Congress,
held in Melbourne in 1996, Cade was honoured with a symposium on lithium entitled
From Serendipity to Serenity.619
The following year, Bloch and Singh620 summarised Cade’s discovery accordingly
stating that Cade, ‘buoyed’ by his ‘serendipitous discovery’—lithium’s sedative effect on
guinea pigs—conducted a ‘pioneering experiment’ on manic and schizophrenic patients
which ‘demonstrated a dramatic effect on the former but not on the latter’.
The question as to whether Cade’s discovery was serendipitous was also taken up
in the Special Issue of the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry in 1999, on
the occasion of the 50th anniversary of this momentous discovery.621
Jorm622 in his then capacity of President of the Australian Society for Psychiatric
Research in his foreword to the Special Issue speculated how a researcher, ‘not unlike
Cade’, might have fared today. He felt that
given all of the difﬁculties that a contemporary Cade might face,
Australasian psychiatric researchers can take heart. For any of us there
might be that serendipitous ﬁnding of major importance waiting around
the corner, if only we are like Cade and have the ‘prepared mind’ to
spot it.
A similar view was also espoused by Mitchell and Hadzi-Pavlovic.623
Among those who have come out in strong support of Cade’s claim that his
discovery was not serendipitous are Burrows and Tiller of Melbourne. Their article to
the Jubilee Issue is remarkable.624
Other than providing a detailed overview of the discovery, these authors
emphasised that Cade’s
discovery of the efﬁcacy of lithium as an anti-manic agent was by no
stretch of the imagination a case of serendipity, as stated by some of
the early investigators. No one who reads Cade’s original paper of
1949 with care can escape the conclusion that this discovery by a
psychiatrist “working single-handed in a laboratory attached to a
chronic mental hospital” was the result of an inevitable progression
from the hypothesis of a metabolic basis for mania to the clinical trial
of lithium salts in the treatment of mania […] Starting with animal
studies, he progressed to patients.

Anon.: ‘The value of lithium salts’, Chemist and Druggist, 29. September 1889, mentions C.W. Folkard
(cited from Johnson, 1984, op. cit., pp.24, 149).
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Importantly, as Westmore also noted,625 Cade’s discovery was ‘particularly
remarkable because of the evident lack of a tradition of drug development research in his
work environment, the Victorian Mental Hygiene department’.
The remark of Burrows and Tiller that ‘by some of the early investigators’ Cade’s
discovery was regarded as a case of serendipity - with reference to Johnson’s and Cade’s
joint article in 1975626 - might have been meant as a refutation of Gershon’s opinion.
Chiu and Hegarty627 in their contribution to the Jubilee Issue John Cade: the
man628 pointed out that Cade’s ‘great curiosity’ ‘so pervaded [his] life that the process of
his discovery of lithium as a treatment of manic excitement can readily be understood’;
but contrary to Burrows and Tiller, they added that ‘although [Cade] himself described
the process as “serendipity”, such a serendipity was driven by insatiable curiosity and
hunger for knowledge’.
The ﬁftieth anniversary of Cade’s discovery was also celebrated with an
international symposium at Sydney in 1999.629 On this occasion Burrows reiterated his
and Tiller’s view that Cade had carried out ‘basic research […] He did not discover
serendipitously but as a scientist’, a view that this time was seconded by Chiu, who stated
that ‘serendipity we know it was not’.
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In another celebratory publication: Lithium: 50 years of psychopharmacology, 630
Gershon (and Soares) reiterated the view—contrary to what Burrows and Tiller had
maintained—that ‘serendipity was a major contributor to these momentous events’, as
‘looking at the origin of this story we ﬁnd a fortuitous path is traveled’. The authors then
in a ‘short version’ went down Cade’s path which, they said, ‘starts with an interest in
pursuing a possible toxin present in urine as a cause of psychosis’. ‘The basis of these
ideas’, they thought, lay in Cade’s feeling that mania might represent a state of
intoxication arising as the result of an excess of some normal metabolite, whilst
depression represented the effects of abnormally low levels of the same metabolites. The
authors then brieﬂy explained Cade’s experiments on animals to the effect that he injected
intraperitoneally with urine collected from manic, depressive and schizophrenic patients
respectively, and from normal controls, and it was after, sceptically quoting Cade, an
injection of ‘a solution of lithium carbonate they could be turned on their backs and that,
instead of their usual frantic ﬁghting behaviour [Cade wrote: ‘usual frantic righting reﬂex
behaviour’], they merely lay there and gazed placidly back at him’. 630a Cade went on to
conclude, Gershon and Soares stated, that lithium possessed a speciﬁc anti-manic action,
and he hazarded a guess about ‘the possible etiologic signiﬁcance of a deﬁciency in the
body of lithium ions in the genesis of the disorder’. This of course has not been supported
by subsequent work, they emphasised. They also wished to draw attention to ‘the original
therapeutic dose’ of lithium ‘again fortuitously proved to be the usual optimum’, namely
1200 mg of lithium citrate or 600 mg of the carbonate thrice daily.
Finally, Gershon and Soares noted ‘the critical role of serendipity in many
subsequent discoveries in psychopharmacology’, and ‘whatever inclarity existed in
[Cade’s] preclinical work, once he observed the effects of the treatment on patients, he
was uncannily prescient’.
The following year, in 2000, the Journal of Clinical Psychiatry also published a Cade
Jubilee Issue.631 Here Gershon632 (and J. Soares) reiterated their views.
Mitchell and Hadzi-Pavlovic, who had not only been co-editors with Manji of the
1999 Jubilee Issue, but contributed with important articles about Cade and his seminal
discovery,633 also made their position clear in this controversial serendipity debate.
In the Bulletin of the World Health Organization, in 2000, they wrote that Cade’s
discovery ‘has been ungenerously described as serendipitous, and even Cade himself (a
Birch NJ, Gallichio VS, Becker RW. (eds.): ‘Lithium: 50 years of psychopharmacology—new
perspectives in biomedical and clinical research’. Cheshire, Con.: Weidner Publ. Group, 1999.
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humble and self-deprecating man) described it in such terms’. 634 However, the authors
pointed out, as they had done the year before,635 that ‘such comments do not […]
acknowledge that many signiﬁcant discoveries arise from keen, curious minds
recognizing the importance of unexpected observations during systematic research’. They
went on to characterise Cade as ‘the epitome of the classic clinician-researcher’, praising
his spirit of scientiﬁc curiosity: ‘the John Cades among us see, make inspired connections
and extend a calming and healing hand’. As Mitchell636 had written in the 1999 Jubilee
Issue: ‘The old [Pasteurian] adage that “chance favours the prepared mind” is pertinent’.
Subsequently, in a celebratory article in the newspaper the Weekend Australian Safe637
wrote:
Mitchell believes that while there are those who have described Cade’s
work as ‘serendipitous’ - he set out to prove one thing and ended going
in a different direction to make a signiﬁcant breakthrough in another none of it would have happened if he had not been willing to question
the importance of his unexpected observations.
Cade’s life needs celebrating for two reasons, Mitchell added. ‘One historically,
his contribution has been markedly under-recognised, particularly in broader Australian
society and, two, because it’s a good story about the importance of research and curious
minds’.
Mitchell and Hadzi-Pavlovic638 acknowledged in their WHO Bulletin paper that
a number of accounts of the use of lithium salts in psychiatric conditions had preceded
Cade’s paper. They made reference to the ‘19th century concept of “uric acid diathesis”,
whereby many maladies, including those of a mental nature [e.g. ‘mania’], were believed
to be the result of an imbalance of uric acid’. While Cade in his 1949 paper refers to
Garrod’s use of lithium for ‘gouty manifestations’, in the opinion of the authors Cade
‘does not appear to have been aware of its use for psychiatric conditions’.
Intriguingly, after having mentioned Hammond’s use of lithium bromide and the
difﬁculty of retrospectively determining which of the two had been the remedial agent,
and proceeding to mention the Lange brothers’ use of ‘lithium compounds’ for ‘periodical
depression’,639 experiences ‘quickly lost from the mainstream of psychiatric thought and
practice’, Mitchell and Hadzi-Pavlovic concluded that it was ‘indeed ironic […] that uric
acid also led Cade to lithium, albeit by a different path’ [emphasis added].
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Mogens Schou,640 initially in 1954 and again in 1957, wrote that the treatment of
manic psychoses with lithium salts ‘was introduced by Cade in 1949, following an
accidental observation of a sedative-like action of lithium ions when administered to
guinea pigs’, and in 1974 he wrote to Richards of the University of Melbourne:641
Dr. Cade’s discovery was based on experimental studies, which did not
follow the more common tradition in scientiﬁc research methodology,
but they led him to try administering lithium to patients suffering from
various kinds of psychotic excitement; this led to the discovery of the
striking antimanic properties of lithium salts.
Cade’s publication about this, Schou went on,
is a model of how a clinical psychiatrist who knows his patients well,
in depth and longitudinally, can make fundamental and original
contributions with procedures that are less complicated than the
sophisticated trial designs taken into use in psychiatry since then.
Next, coming out in strong defence of Cade, in the 43rd Beattie-Smith Lecture
held at Melbourne in 1977 in honour of Cade on the occasion of his retirement,
Schou642 emphasised that the term serendipity had frequently been used about Cade and
his scientiﬁc contribution, ‘often in a derogatory sense: arbitrary success, random
discovery, sheer luck’. Schou added:
I shouldn’t wonder if John Cade hates the word [for] its use reveals
that the users have failed to grasp the nature of scientiﬁc progress.
They seem to believe that there is one and only one scientiﬁc method
and that all scientists are alike […] This is of course wrong, Thank
God; science would come to a halt if scientists were not of many kinds.
Schou expressed it very similarly in his speech to honour Cade in the ﬁrst John
Cade Memorial Lecture, delivered in Jerusalem in 1982; 643 namely, that ‘in fact it
annoyed Cade when so often in the literature his lithium discovery was described as
completely fortuitous’.644
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In support of this, Schou645 later characterised Cade as a ‘conscientious and
observant clinician as well as, incidentally, a keen naturalist, and he had the courage to
foster and promote ideas that were off the beaten track’.
Notwithstandingly, Schou found Cade’s contribution ‘indeed strange’:
The hypothesis which started his work was crude. His experimental
design was not particularly clear. And his interpretation of the animal
data may have been wrong. Those guinea pigs probably did not just
show altered behaviour; they were presumably quite ill.
But ‘nevertheless’, placing more emphasis on the revolutionary consequences that
Cade’s discovery was to have for sufferers of manic-depressive illness, Schou added, and
this is the marvel of the thing - a spark jumped in John Cade’s questing
mind, and he performed that therapeutic trial which eventually
changed life for manic-depressive patients all over the world.
Schou talked of Cade’s ‘insatiable curiosity’ and
the keen observation, [his] willingness to test even the absurdly
unlikely hypothesis [his ‘intoxication hypothesis about psychoses’],
and the courage to run the risk of making a fool of himself. This is the
stuff innovators are made of - and of course fools - John Cade’s
contribution was not foolish.
In an interview with Healy646 in 1998 Schou added: ‘In a way [Cade] and I
supplemented each other admirably. He was the curious innovator 647 with bold ideas,
whereas I was less daring but perhaps more systematic’.
The fact that Schou found Cade’s contribution ‘indeed strange’ is of the utmost
importance. As he expressed it in 1992,648 Cade’s reasoning behind his animal
experiments was ‘far from clear’, pertinently asking ‘why would a compound
counteracting the effect of intraperitoneal urea be of psychiatric interest?’ Like Gershon,
Schou thought that the lethargy observed in the guinea pigs was ‘caused by toxic
overdosage rather than by a speciﬁc tranquilizing action of lithium’. Schou himself had
not been able to produce such an effect in either guinea pigs or rats ‘with anything but
strongly toxic doses’.
This of course underscores the crucial issue of whether Cade had been inﬂuenced
by ‘the old writers’ as to the effect of lithium in mood disorders after all, uric acid being
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blamed by many as the culprit and remedied with this drug. Thus it was not ‘by a different
path’, as Mitchell and Hadzi-Pavlovic649 saw it, but not given acknowledgement by Cade.
Notwithstandingly, Johnson650 expressed the view that
whether one regards John Cade as the discoverer or rediscoverer of the
effectiveness of lithium in the treatment of affective disorders, is really
of very little consequence when it comes to determining the role which
he played in laying the foundations of modern lithium therapy.
However, this opinion does not solve the fundamental epistemological
historiographical issue as to the path(s) travelled by Cade.
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